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Introduction
INTRODUCTION
At the request of Ms. Josephine Matela and the GBDC board, In.Site: Architecture performed a
feasibility study for the rehabilitation of 60 Clinton Street, located in Brockport, New York. A
feasibility study like this is meant to take a preliminary look at a variety of variables - from
concept, structural, building condition, code, construction cost and financial projections - all
tied to a review of various incentives, programs and funding opportunities that might be made
available. The work included a review of the market conditions and previous market analysis to
help determine feasible uses. The result is a snapshot of one possible path towards a viable
project, if one exists. It is not meant to be a replacement for a more detailed study in any one
of the above categories however, which would be cost prohibitive at this stage in the analysis
process.
Ultimately, a buyer/developer could benefit from this analysis indicating two paths forward,
while still recognizing that there may be other viable paths worth exploring as well.
We performed a non-invasive visual evaluation via a walk-through of the structure. This
included preliminary measurements sufficient to develop floor plans and study potential reconfigurations, egress, access, and code concerns, as well as uses for each floor level. We
weighed different residential/commercial configurations against their income potential. We also
looked at what programs and incentives need to be put in place, and how much capital should
be invested, in order to provide a realistic cash flow after the project is completed. We sought
the opinions of restoration contractors and masons to assist in estimating some of the
potentially prohibitive repair work that would need to be undertaken in portions of the structure.
Following are some of the assumptions and challenges. Later in the report is a summary of the
numbers, and in the back is a possible floor plan configuration and some reference data.
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THE BIG ASSUMPTIONS
These are recommended steps to result in the projected feasibility of the project.

• CONVERSION OF WEST WAREHOUSE SECTION TO COURTYARD. The existing exterior
stone walls are in poor condition, specifically the western most portion of the building. The
cost associated with repairing and reconstructing these walls is significant and affects the
financial viability of the overall project. As a result of this, we explored two potential paths
for the development of 60 Clinton, and determined that - there are two viable options, one
which would require a significant amount of grant assistance to cover the majority of
said repair, the following options demonstrate the two feasible paths forward.
• OPTION A. One viable option would be to remove the majority of the western-most
warehouse structure to allow for a courtyard or parking area for the remaining building
and the residential units within. Remnants of the existing stone walls could be left in place
to create an enclosure and preserve the footprint and memory of the original warehouse
while not having to endure the cost of a complete reconstruction of the north wall, and
shoring of the existing failing roof structure.
• OPTION B. A mixed-use building with a commercial as well as a residential component.
This path would require repairing and in some areas completely reconstructing the stone
walls, which would require a significant amount of capital, along with the roof. When we
projected carrying costs for the additional debt in comparison to the additional income for
re-use of that portion of the building, it indicated a severe strain on the cash flow and ROI
of the overall project, unless a significant amount of grant funding can be secured.

• UTILIZE REHABILITATION INCOME TAX CREDITS. The property is listed individually on
the National Register of Historic Places. For your record the NR Number for the property is
99NR01462. The viability of this project is greatly enhanced if owners can receive 40% of
the rehabilitation cost back into their pockets via state and federal income tax rehabilitation
credits. Renovation work must meet Secretary for the Interior Standards for historic
rehabilitation, and the work must be approved in advance through application to the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). If Option A is persued, demolition of one portion of the
building complicates this determination by SHPO. We sought an initial opinion and believe
that this report could be used to justify the technical infeasibility of preserving the west
section. The remaining key question, which SHPO is not prepared to answer until an
official application is made for project eligibility, would be whether or not the
remaining building retained enough of its historic integrity enough to be listed in the
National Register.

• MAXIMIZE RESIDENTIAL RENTAL INCOME. The most likely path towards providing the
predictable income needed to justify the investment is to maximize income from the creation
of market rate apartments situated on prime canal-front property. Such living spaces are
prepared by i.s:a
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likely to have an extremely high rate of occupancy. Experience suggests they can command
a respectable cost-per-leasable-square-foot.

• ADVOCATE FOR PROPERTY TAX ABATEMENT. The overall property tax rate in Brockport
is high, at roughly $50.73/thousand dollars of assessed value. One side effect is that this
discourages investment due to the uncertainty of how high the post-renovation assessed
value will be raised. In our experience, assessors have broad latitude and the process for
grieving an assessment, or litigating if necessary, is costly. The result? Developers hesitate
to invest due to the risk that their carrying costs after renovation are difficult to predict and
taxes could become a burden that puts too much pressure on rent during a delicate period
of time when tenancy is being established and revitalization is in its infancy.
• To make this project viable, given the modest ROI and the continued liability the property
will otherwise remain, we recommend advocating strongly for the adoption of a robust
property tax abatement law by all taxing jurisdictions. Such a law will phase in any
property taxes paid on the *increase* in assessed value that results from renovation work
on projects like this one.
• Our understanding is that the village and school district have already opted into
RPTL-421m, which is a 20-year abatement with no increase for 12 years, if at least 50%
of the building is residential, and of the residential portion a percentage (20%) can be
demonstrated to be income-eligible (which is likely not an issue given the definitions used
for the program). The benefit area already established encompasses 60 Clinton Street.
• Working with a property tax abatement is an important component with long term impact
on the project’s success and cash flow and encouraging the Town and County to opt into
421m is a key step. In our opinion, significant investment in the property is unlikely without
this measure. This means that all taxing jurisdictions stand to benefit in the long-term by
incentivizing development and seeing long-term property tax revenue rise. Even in the
short-term property tax revenue will increase if the property is put back on the tax rolls.
The alternative is likely to be continued stagnation and a property that generates no
property tax revenue. Immediate steps toward development of this parcel is important, as
421m was just extended for three years in mid-2015 after which it will sunset unless the
state legislature acts again.

• CONTRIBUTE SUFFICIENT CAPITAL. The total construction cost of this project suggests
the need for significant capital provided by owners/investors. This is for two reasons:
1. Increase bank comfort, since a bank is likely to lend less than 80% of the postrenovation appraised value, which itself will likely be significantly below the total cost of
the rehabilitation work, and
2. Improve cash flow, since too high a mortgage puts too much pressure on the cash flow
of the project.
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• TAKE ADVANTAGE OF GRANT PROGRAMS. We have included a big assumption in both
options - a $130,000 grant (Option A) and a $500,000 grant (Option B) towards the
improvements proposed. Typically, our studies do not assume grant funding; however, this is
capital that will need to come from either increased capital from owner/investors, or from a
grant, unless costs totaling that amount can be deleted from the project without affecting
quality or projected revenue. We have consulted with Labella Associates to outline a number
of potential grant funding opportunities for this project. These can be found in the Market
Analysis section of this report. Note that the potential funding opportunities include options
for both potential paths for development of this project (Options A and B).

CHALLENGES
1. Building Condition. The biggest challenge became evaluating the structural stability of the
existing building and the scope of work required to repair the unstable portions, specifically
the western end. As stated above, repair/reconstruction of the western end of the building
would make the feasibility of this project challenging. However, if Option A is pursued,
stabilizing portions of the exterior walls to create a courtyard could maintain enough of the
historic integrity and history while saving the rest of the building by making the project
financially feasible. The walled area could also provide a unique amenity for the residential
tenants. The remainder of the building would be used to create market-rate, canal-front
apartments. Option B would require a significant amount of capital or grant funding to
repair/reconstruct the western end of the building but would maintain the historic integrity of
the entire existing building. This option would allow for a new commercial space within the
west warehouse section and market-rate, canal-front apartments in the remainder of the
building.
2. Historic Preservation. Preserving the historic value of the building is key. The business plan
includes pursuit of rehabilitation tax credits based on existing certification. This means
renovation plans will be scrutinized as to whether they have an adverse impact on defining
architectural features such as the existing facades, structural elements, and interior
finishes. In addition, maintaining historic integrity will be a principal selling point. As stated
earlier, demolition of one portion of the building as we are proposing in Option A, will
require a new determination by SHPO about the building’s continued eligibility to receive
tax credits.
3. Desirable Apartments. The third challenge was designing desirable, open-plan apartments
within the constraints above, with a variety of configurations that would maximize income
potential in order to justify the cost of the rehabilitation work, while meeting the requirement
for handicapped-accessible units. We believe we have successfully demonstrated one
possible layout that could meet this goal.
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4. Site/Parking. The very limited boundaries of the property presented a big challenge,
considering parking requirements, access to the tenant spaces, and the goal of outdoor
private/semi-private spaces for tenants. However, the obvious benefits of the canal side
location more than make up for it. Each apartment maintains canal views through restored
windows, and the proposed concept creates patios accessed from each first floor
residential unit allowing for private outdoor areas with a visual connection to the Canal, as
well as direct access to walking, biking and boat access along the Canal. Related to this is
how to create adequate, safe parking on a constricted site. The proposed concept suggests
creating parking areas on the east side and along the south side of the building (reviewed
with the zoning office), which would likely yield 7-9 spaces but would require additional
study. Option A could allow for additional parking within a portion of the courtyard where the
majority of the western portion of the building is to be removed. We’d suggest a minimum of
1 on-site parking space for each apartment. Ideally 2 spaces per unit would ensure the
most attractive situation for prospective tenants, but if a second car for each tenant could
be parked overnight in an off-site location or a newly acquired lot, that may be acceptable.
5. Zoning. The property’s location in the B district limits multiple dwellings. This project is not
allowed without a special use permit. A mixed-use building is only permitted two
apartments, each 800 sf or smaller and limited to two bedrooms. Variance approval will be
required to make the proposed concept feasible. However, given the village’s passage of
RPTL-421m, there has already been a tacit endorsement of residential use at this location.

MAIN STREET LLC
You did not specifically request the need for a broad-based investment strategy, but the need
for significant private capital suggests we offer a summary of that option here. A Main Street
LLC is a community-based, open-investment business structure in which a large number of
local investors put in “as much money as they can afford to not see again for a while”.
Typically, as a community-led, yet private sector effort, the “return on investment” is a mix. It
consists of the qualitative benefit to the community of getting the right use and the generational
reinvestment needed, as well as the quantitative return measured via the tax credit and the
long-term value. Motives of the owners of such an LLC then are compatible with a project that
simply “cash flows” while debt is paid down, puts members in a strong long-term position and
allows more marginal projects to be tackled. The broad-based structure can permit labor,
services and material to serve as in-kind investments alongside cash, and often some or all of
the purchase price by the seller. Self-directed IRA’s can also be used.
Many advantages accrue. A much larger amount of capital can potentially be raised, reducing
borrowing and thus improving cash flow and project viability. In some cases, this high level of
capital is the only way that traditional private financing sources are comfortable with
participating.
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Equally important, a large number of members of a Main Street LLC ensure a large number of
stakeholders in the success of the undertaking, each of whom become cheerleaders for the
project’s success, supporting the businesses, advocating to their elected officials and to
organizations for programs in support of the project, directing tenants to their building, being
staunch customers or clients of ‘their’ tenants, or becoming tenants themselves. One key
challenge to a Main Street LLC is identifying the core managing members who will remain at
the center of the project during its organizational, capital-raising and renovation phases, and
who will often need to take on personal guarantees in order to secure the financing.
An additional advantage to a broad-based structure is how well it works with the tax credit
program. The annual cap on the amount of federal income tax that can be offset by a tax credit
means that an individual developer may need to claim the credit over years. A Main Street LLC
structure allows the tax credit to pass through the LLC to all the individual investors
immediately. Since each investor typically has invested a smaller amount, the cap is often not
an impediment to accessing the full tax credit immediately or within a year or two.
One final observation, often not immediately grasped, is that a 40% tax credit can return more
than 40% of an investor’s capital to him/her, because it’s based on rehab costs that can
include borrowed money. Take this simplified, extreme example: On a $750,000 renovation,
$300,000 is raised in capital, $100,000 is provided via a grant, and the balance is financed. In
this scenario, the combined state and federal tax credit would be $300,000 (40% of the rehab
cost of $750,000), which would be passed through the LLC to the investors. In this example,
the tax credit would return 100% of the members’ original investment to them at the conclusion
of the project, while still leaving them as owners of a newly renovated, income-producing
project, that is growing as an asset as the debt is paid down.
FINANCING
The above example rarely happens because banks will only lend 75-80% of the postrenovation appraised value. An IDA or other source may provide some additional borrowing
resources. A challenge with most rehabilitation projects is that their appraised value does not
come close to the total investment. Thus, a developer with access to other funding
mechanisms (including self-funding at a large scale), or a Main Street LLC, is often needed in
order to provide the project with the private capital needed to limit bank financing to those
accepted parameters.
All financing models are simplified. They assume a 20-year mortgage with 20-year
amortization. To access the interest rate noted, they would most likely need to be 5-year fixed
rates. This would mean the potential for the interest rate to be reset to a higher amount (or
lower) in five, ten or fifteen years, tied to benchmarks.
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TAX CREDITS and FINANCING
As noted, the broad-based Main Street LLC form of ownership also works well with Federal
and State Rehabilitation Tax Credits. The property is certified as a National Register Historic
Place and, as such, if the work is done to certain standards and financing is available at the
levels noted, members could see 40% of their investment returned to them at the
conclusion of the project in the form of pass-through tax credits, while still having an
ownership interest in a project beneficial to the community, cash flowing or producing small
dividends while debt is paid down, and growing as a long-term asset.
To make our calculations, we therefore have projected the recommended investor dollars for
the project that would provide for its long-term stability, and how it might be raised. We could
have indicated less owner capital and more borrowing, or the reverse. The amount proposed
tries to balance cash flow goals with two goals, really two major assumptions that will need to
be scrutinized. First, can any developer - a Main Street LLC or a more closely held buyer raise the amount of capital indicated? And second, what will a bank-required appraisal based
on the post-renovation building yield? As mentioned, typically a bank will only lend 75-80% of
the appraised value, which is a different number altogether than the amount of money being
spent on the project. A $365,000 mortgage might require a $485,000 post-renovation
appraisal. The post-renovation revenues from 7 apartments suggest the building could be
valued above that amount (it has the potential to generate over $69,600/year of revenue). But
it would likely not have local comparables. This is a discussion that should be begun soon with
a preferred bank partner.
An additional gap financing partner is also assumed, such as the IDA’s revolving loan fund, or
a local fund if one exists. Given the predominantly residential nature of the renovation, along
with the specific priorities and precedents of different IDA’s, the only way to learn more clearly
what role your IDA might play would be to enter into a discussion with them about this project.
Of course, even if you should choose to proceed with a more closely held LLC, the capital
needed in order to limit borrowing (and therefore yield the net revenues projected) remains
consistent. It should be noted that we typically assume that with a broad-based LLC, the tax
credit will be retained by the LLC and passed through to members. The large number of
investors and relative percentage ownership of each ensure the credits can be used quickly.
With smaller numbers of member investors, each owning a greater share, the limitations on
how quickly federal rehabilitation tax credits may be claimed would mean they may need to be
taken over more years (you would have up to 20 years).
HISTORIC BUILDINGS APPENDIX AND THE NATIONAL REGISTER
The New York State Building Code has a Historic Buildings appendix. In order to be eligible for
the exceptions within, the building must be certified as historic, and the typically accepted
standard for this is if the building is a contributing member of an NRHD, or is listed individually.
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It is possible that a certification letter indicating its eligibility will also suffice - it’s up to the code
official.
Buildings that are fully sprinklered and certified historic are often granted reductions in the
separations between occupancies that would otherwise be impossible to maintain given
existing building materials. There are exceptions related to toilet rooms, door swings, means of
egress, and transoms. Issues pertaining to accessibility requirements are given more latitude if
compliance would destroy the historic significance of the building, or are technically infeasible.
CONCLUSION
THE BAD NEWS…
To make this a viable project, you will need to execute or advocate for the all the items noted in
the assumptions. In Option A, a portion of the existing building will likely need to be removed.
The Town and County will need to opt-in to the 421m property tax abatement. Grant funding
will need to be secured, and the project will require sufficient capital either by a developer, or
through exploring a Main Street LLC business structure. Without most if not all of these items,
the project will be challenging to execute successfully.
THE GOOD NEWS…
If these items come to pass, the good news is that either option could be an extremely viable,
stable project. With the majority of the income deriving from desirable, new apartments, and a
“break-even” requirement in the 70-75% range, the project should cash flow and then some,
providing an owner with the latitude if market conditions impact rental values. Not only that, but
based on our preliminary projections, an owner could see his/her entire investment and then
some returned to you at the conclusion of the construction via State and Federal Rehabilitation
Tax Credits. That would leave little exposure, and yet ownership in a stable, newly rehabbed
building paying down debt and growing as an asset while contributing to Brockport’s
revitalization.
THE REST…
The remainder of the report shows grant funding opportunities, a structural assessment, zoning
information, the existing National Register of Historic Places registration form, tax abatement
instruction forms, previous analyses completed by Camion Associates and Bero Architecture,
and the existing conditions including floor plans and exterior elevations and photos. It is meant
to serve as a base document for developing a business plan, or as a tool for gaining investor
confidence and commitments, or for sharing with a bank or other financial partner. It is not
meant to be a substitute for a full evaluation, a full code review, or full design services and cost
estimating. Certainly it does not replace advice from attorneys or accountants. Instead, it
provides an affordable, preliminary snapshot of the interaction of all these, to help move the
conversation forward, and a series of assumptions and recommendations that, if verified and
enacted, could yield a successful, transformative project for Brockport.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - OPTION A
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES: 60 Clinton Street
Total capital supplied by owner:

$ 330,500*

*includes assumed purchase price of the building at $75,000

Bank Mortgage/Loan 20-year:

$ 365,122

(assumed 4.50% interest rate)

IDA/GAP FINANCING 20-year:

$ 200,000

(assumed 3.25% interest rate)

Grant

$ 130,000

Current Assessed Value:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 64,600
$ 50.73/$1000

Qualified Rehabilitation Expenses - for tax credit purposes
(including construction, architectural/SHPO fees, excluding site costs and acquisition):

Also in budget:
Initial Marketing/advertising:
Cash reserves:
Legal/Closing:
Site costs/misc:
Purchase Price:

~$ 908,338

$ 3,000
$ 10,000
$ 9,283
$ 20,000
$ 75,000

NR Historic District status:
Special Permit for 7-unit dwelling in B district:

listed
required

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:
Mortgage plus IDA/other loan repayment:
Building Management:
Maintenance/repairs/clean/waste/house meter:
Legal, Accounting, Insurance:
Property Taxes (w/ abatement)

$3242
$ 150
$ 410
$ 300
$ 273
$4375

40% Rehabilitation Tax Credit
Pursuit of rehabilitation tax credits is recommended based on the building being listed on the national
register. Renovation work will require some consequential cost increases to meet Secretary for Interior
Standards, and to prepare the detailed drawings, work with SHPO, and file the paperwork, in order to
access the 40% (20% federal and 20% state) tax credits. These additional architectural costs, and the
filing fees to the state, have been figured into the estimating. Other requirements: renovation costs must
exceed the adjusted basis value of the building; and you must plan to own the building for at least five
years.

Property Tax Abatements

RPTL 421-m
prepared by i.s:a

Proposed uses:
Seven market-rate, light-filled one- and two-bedroom apartments with open floor plans and washer dryer
hook-ups will be created. Size ranges from 619 - 882 sf. Projected rents range from $750-$950/mo. Two
handicapped accessible (Type B) apartments will be on the first floor. Two second floor units will be
accessed by a common stair and the remaining units will be two story apartments with interior
communicating stairs. Our assumption is that the apartments will have dedicated off-street parking on the
site.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

A - $950/mo (2BR, 1ba)
B - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba) - Type B
C - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba) - Type B
D - $900/mo (2BR, 1ba)
E - $900/mo (2BR, 1ba)
F - $800/mo (1BR, 1ba)
G - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba)

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:
Annual ROI at 100%(net income divided by capital):
Minimum average occupancy rate for cash flow:

$ 5,800
5.17%
75%*

*What does this mean? If you were deriving 75% of the anticipated revenue annually - either due to lower
rent or due to months without tenants in one or more units, you could still meet annual expenses at this
rate. More broadly, it means you could have years below 75% average occupancy, and years above it, and
as long as the multi-year average was 75% or higher, you will be able to meet the on-going expenses for
the building, while debt is being paid down and the property grows as an asset. This number is more
critical for mixed use buildings due to the unpredictability of the commercial rental market. Residential
apartments like those proposed have a high demand. Still, the longevity of tenants, the ability to raise the
capital indicated and thus keep borrowing low, and the ability to command the rents suggested, are
impossible to know. Thus it is important to have flexibility in this area. This also suggests flexibility
regarding the estimated construction costs, also important at this early stage of budgeting.

Total project budget:

~$ 1,025,622

Total Tax Credits available:
% of initial investment ($330,500) returned via tax credit:

~$ 363,335
~ 110%***

***As noted elsewhere, since tax credits are calculated based on qualified rehabilitation expenses, yet
almost half of the project is proposed to be funded via financing or grants, this first scenario above
suggests that, for example, a $50,000 investor would receive $55,000 of tax credits (110% of their
investment) passed through to his/her personal income taxes. These could be used to offset taxes owed $27,500 federal and $27,500 state. The state credit can often be claimed in one year, and any amount in
excess of taxes owed is issued as a refund check. The federal credit has more limitations, tied to the kind
of income against which the credit is being used. However, in this example, the investor could amend the
previous year tax return to take the maximum allowable tax credit, take the maximum allowed tax credit
in the current year, and then apply the balance to the following year. If needed, the credits can be carried
forward for 20 years. For more specific information, please consult an accountant.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - OPTION B
MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS AND OUTCOMES: 60 Clinton Street
Total capital supplied by owner:

$ 300,000*

*includes assumed purchase price of the building at $75,000

Bank Mortgage/Loan 20-year:

$ 491,600

(assumed 4.50% interest rate)

IDA/GAP FINANCING 20-year:

$ 200,000

(assumed 3.25% interest rate)

Grant

$ 500,000

Current Assessed Value:
Combined property tax rate:

$ 64,600
$ 50.73/$1000

Qualified Rehabilitation Expenses - for tax credit purposes
(including construction, architectural/SHPO fees, excluding site costs and acquisition):

Also in budget:
Initial Marketing/advertising:
Cash reserves:
Legal/Closing:
Site costs/misc:
Purchase Price:

$
$
$
$
$

~$ 1,369,700

3,000
10,000
13,900
20,000
75,000

NR Historic District status:
Special Permit for 7-unit dwelling in B district:

listed
required

Monthly Carrying Cost Assumptions:
Mortgage plus IDA/other loan repayment:
Building Management:
Maintenance/repairs/clean/waste/house meter:
Legal, Accounting, Insurance:
Property Taxes (w/ abatement)

$3973
$ 150
$ 410
$ 300
$ 273
$5106

40% Rehabilitation Tax Credit
Pursuit of rehabilitation tax credits is recommended based on the building being listed on the national
historic register. Renovation work will require some consequential cost increases to meet Secretary for
Interior Standards, and to prepare the detailed drawings, work with SHPO, and file the paperwork, in
order to access the 40% (20% federal and 20% state) tax credits. These additional architectural costs,
and the filing fees to the state, have been figured into the estimating. Other requirements: renovation
costs must exceed the adjusted basis value of the building; and you must plan to own the building for at
least five years.

Property Tax Abatements

RPTL 421-m
prepared by i.s:a

Proposed uses:
Seven market-rate, light-filled one- and two-bedroom apartments with open floor plans and washer dryer
hook-ups will be created. Size ranges from 619 - 882 sf. Projected rents range from $750-$950/mo. Two
handicapped accessible (Type B) apartments will be on the first floor. Two second floor units will be
accessed by a common stair and the remaining units will be two story apartments with interior
communicating stairs. Our assumption is that the apartments will have dedicated off-street parking on the
site. There will also be a 3,350 sf commercial space on the first floor of the west warehouse building, with
a projected rent of $1400/mo. and a “base buildout” figured into the cost.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial A - $1400/mo
Unit A - $950/mo (2BR, 1ba)
Unit B - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba) - Type B
Unit C - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba) - Type B
Unit D - $900/mo (2BR, 1ba)
Unit E - $900/mo (2BR, 1ba)
Unit F - $800/mo (1BR, 1ba)
Unit G - $750/mo (1BR, 1ba)

Monthly projected revenue at 100% occupancy:
Annual ROI at 100%(net income divided by capital):
Minimum average occupancy rate for cash flow:

$ 7,200
8.38%
71%*

*What does this mean? If you were deriving 72% of the anticipated revenue annually - either due to lower
rent or due to months without tenants in one or more units, you could still meet annual expenses at this
rate. More broadly, it means you could have years below 72% average occupancy, and years above it, and
as long as the multi-year average was 72% or higher, you will be able to meet the on-going expenses for
the building, while debt is being paid down and the property grows as an asset. This number is more
critical for mixed use buildings due to the unpredictability of the commercial rental market. Residential
apartments like those proposed have a high demand. Still, the longevity of tenants, the ability to raise the
capital indicated and thus keep borrowing low, and the ability to command the rents suggested, are
impossible to know. Thus it is important to have flexibility in this area. This also suggests flexibility
regarding the estimated construction costs, also important at this early stage of budgeting.

Total project budget:

~$ 1,491,600

Total Tax Credits available:
% of initial investment ($300,000) returned via tax credit:

~$ 547,880
~ 183%***

***As noted elsewhere, since tax credits are calculated based on qualified rehabilitation expenses, yet more than half
of the project is proposed to be funded via financing or a grant, this first scenario above suggests that, for example, a
$50,000 investor would receive $91,500 of tax credits (183% of their investment) passed through to his/her personal
income taxes. These could be used to offset taxes owed - $45,750 federal and $45,750 state. The state credit can
often be claimed in one year, and any amount in excess of taxes owed is issued as a refund check. The federal credit
has more limitations, tied to the kind of income against which the credit is being used. However, in this example, the
investor could amend the previous year tax return to take the maximum allowable tax credit, take the maximum
allowed tax credit in the current year, and then apply the balance to the following year. If needed, the credits can be
carried forward for 20 years. For more specific information, please consult an accountant.
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Schematic Design
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On-Site Parking

Courtyard/Public space
7 apartments
Apartment entry from Clinton Street
No parking on Canal side
Patios for each apartment

Site plan - Option A
Scale: 1/16” = 1’-0”
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On-Site Parking

7 apartments
Apartment entry from Clinton Street
No parking on Canal side
Patios for each apartment

Site plan - Option B
Scale: 1/16” = 1’-0”
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Instructions for Form RP-421-m
Application for Real Property Tax Exemption for Certain New or Substantially
Rehabilitated Multiple Dwellings
(Real Property Tax Law, Section 421-m)

Option

Commercial
SF

Residential
SF

%
Res.

1

4338

4875

52%

2

3874

5339

60%

3

4345

4868

53%

4

3355

5810

63%

5

4788

4389

48%



The multiple dwelling must be occupied or is to be occupied as the residence of at least three or more
families living independently of one another, whether such dwelling is rented or owned as a
cooperative or condominium. The multiple dwelling may not be used as a hotel (Item 7).



Where the property is used partially as a multiple dwelling and also for commercial or other purposes,
the property is eligible for exemption only if the square footage of the portion used as a multiple
dwelling comprises at least 50% of the total property’s square footage (Item 8).



Property eligible for this exemption may not be currently receiving any other exemption (Item 9).
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Funding Opportunities
60 CLINTON STREET, BROCKPORT, NY
A. POTENTIAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
1. New York Main Street Anchor Grant
Summary: The New York Main Street Program provides grant funding to communities and not
for profit corporations like the Brockport Development Corporation for anchor building
revitalization. Anchor building renovation funding is intended to help significant cultural,
residential or business anchors that are catalytic to local downtown revitalization efforts.
While 60 Clinton Street is not directly on “Main Street”, the structure is within the historic
downtown core and it is historically and visually connected to the Canal which is a
distinguishing feature of Brockport’s Downtown. In short, its revitalization will be catalytic for
the downtown and continue the Village’s goals of reconnecting its downtown to the Canal.
Funding Available: New York Main Street Anchor Projects can receive up to $500,000 to
renovate a single shovel ready renovation project. Up to 75% of total project costs can be
funded with a 5% allowance for administration and 18% for project delivery costs.
Funding Agency: New York State Office of Community Renewal
Applicability: New York Main Street funding can be used on renovation of existing structures.
It cannot be used for building demolition or additions. It can also not be used for residential
only projects so some commercial component needs to be a part of the project to qualify for
the funding. The New York Main Street grant program also has a preference for historic
preservation projects like 60 Clinton Street.
Eligibility Requirements: Units of local government (cities, towns, villages, counties) and not
for profit corporations (LDCs, BIDs) in areas that have experienced physical deterioration,
decay, neglect or disinvestment. Projects should be located in areas 1) where 51 percent of
the residents earn less than 90 percent of the area median income, or 2) that have been
designated a CDBG target area, Urban Renewal Area or other federal or state designation
including being served by a neighborhood or rural preservation company. As the Village has a
NY Main Street program underway, the project qualifies under these eligibility requirements.
2. New York Main Street Downtown Stabilization Grant
Summary: The New York Main Street Program provides grant funding to communities and not
for profit corporations like the Brockport Development Corporation for building stabilization
or environmental mitigation projects. The program was introduced in 2015 and is therefore
relatively new but could potentially be used by any developer of the building on asbestos and
lead testing and abatement and/or building stabilization. In addition, the program could
potentially be used in conjunction with an Anchor Grant application.
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Funding Available: Downtown Stabilization grant projects can receive up to $500,000 in
Downtown Stabilization funding to renovate a single shovel ready renovation project. Up to
75% of total project costs can be funded.
Funding Agency: New York State Office of Community Renewal
Applicability: New York Main Street Downtown Revitalization funding can be used for
environmental testing, environmental abatement and building stabilization projects, including
structural stabilization.
Eligibility Requirements: Units of local government (cities, towns, villages, counties) and not
for profit corporations (LDCs, BIDs) in areas that have experienced physical deterioration,
decay, neglect or disinvestment. Projects should be located in areas 1) where 51 percent of
the residents earn less than 90 percent of the area median income, or 2) that have been
designated a CDBG target area, Urban Renewal Area or other federal or state designation
including being served by a neighborhood or rural preservation company. As the Village has a
NY Main Street program underway, the project qualifies under these eligibility requirements.
3. Rural Area Revitalization Program
Summary: The Rural Area Revitalization program, available to communities with populations
of 25,000 or less, is offered periodically and almost identical to the New York Main Street
Program’s Anchor Building grant. However, the program has some differences which align with
the 60 Clinton Street project: 1) only non-profit organizations are eligible applicants, 2)
demolition and additions are allowed and 3) there is no requirement that a building is located
in a downtown area.
Funding Available: Rural Area Revitalization Projects can receive up to $150,000 to renovate a
single shovel ready renovation project. Up to 75% of total project costs can be funded.
Funding Agency: New York State Office of Community Renewal
Applicability: Rural Area Revitalization funding can be used for renovation, rehabilitation,
demolition and/or clearance.
Eligibility Requirements: Units of local government (cities, towns, villages, counties) and not
for profit corporations (LDCs, BIDs) in areas that have experienced physical deterioration,
decay, neglect or disinvestment. Projects should be located in areas 1) where 51 percent of
the residents earn less than 90 percent of the area median income, or 2) that have been
designated a CDBG target area, Urban Renewal Area or other federal or state designation
including being served by a neighborhood or rural preservation company. As the Village has a
NY Main Street program underway, the project qualifies under these eligibility requirements.
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4. Environmental Protection Fund (EPF) Historic Preservation Grants
Summary: EPF funding provides matching reimbursement grants to communities and not-forprofit organizations for up to $500,000 to preserve historic properties.
Funding Available: The maximum grant request is $500,000. A minimum 50 percent project
match is required and a higher match is recommended. Matching grants of up to 75 percent
may be provided when the poverty rate for the Census tract in which the project is located is
equal to or greater than 10 percent, however a larger match is recommended. 60 Clinton
Street is within Census Tract 153.04 which has a 26.4 poverty rate and therefore it qualifies
for the 75 percent reimbursement.
Funding Agency: New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation
Applicability: Rehabilitation, preservation or restoration of properties on the State or
National Historic Registers in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Historic Preservation. 60 Clinton is on the National Register and if the project qualifies for tax
credits then it will need to strictly meet the Secretary of Interior’s Standards.
Eligibility Requirements: Municipalities, not-for-profit corporations with an ownership
interest in a property, public benefit corporations and public authorities are eligible
applicants. Therefore, this program is only applicable if the Brockport Development
Corporation maintains an ownership interest in the property.
5. Canalway Grants Program
Summary: EPF funding provides matching reimbursement grants to communities and not-forprofit organizations for up to $150,000. The program provides a 50 percent match toward the
completion of projects that help to promote recreation, tourism and economic development
in municipalities along the New York State Canal.
Funding Available: The maximum grant request is $150,000. A minimum 50 percent project
match is required and a higher match is recommended.
Funding Agency: New York State Canal Corporation
Applicability: Construction and renovation of buildings, vessels or structures; site
preparation; equipment purchases, trail improvements, dock and bulkhead improvements and
site remediation.
Eligibility Requirements: Municipalities or not-for-profit corporations. Therefore, this
program is only applicable if the Brockport Development Corporation maintains an ownership
interest in the property.
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6. Other Potential Funding Opportunities
a. County of Monroe Industrial Development Agency (COMIDA)
COMIDA can potentially provide its suite of incentives for the 60 Clinton Street project.
Generally, COMIDA does not fund residential development but can consider a project that is
within a highly distressed Census Tract (a 26.4 percent poverty rate suggests it may be a
distressed area) and/or serves a special population (i.e., senior, students, handicapped). The
incentives include lower loan interest rates, sales tax exemption, mortgage tax exemption
and property tax abatements. COMIDA has recently participated in the redevelopment of the
Button Lofts and Alexandria Lofts building renovations.
b. Monroe County Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
The Village of Brockport participates in the Monroe County CDBG consortium and must submit
potential eligible projects for funding consideration under the CDBG program annually. If the
60 Clinton Street project includes housing that benefits low to moderate income families it
may be eligible for grant funds.
c. Empire State Development Corporation Capital Grant Funding
Funding available for business investment, infrastructure investment, and other economic
development investment. Funds can be used for acquisition, demolition, new construction,
machinery/equipment or soft costs. ESDC generally provides no more than 20 percent of total
project costs, prefers high impact projects with significant jobs and will generally only
consider residential projects in distressed areas.
B. POTENTIAL GAP FUNDING FINANCING
Two options for the project have been considered. Option A includes renovation of the
majority of the property with the exception of the large warehouse space that would be
converted to a courtyard or other site amenity. Option B is a full renovation of the existing
property at a cost of $1.5 million. Both projects would potentially qualify for the following
funding:
For Profit Owner
Funding

Use

Amount

Notes

NY Main Street Anchor
Grant*

Interior and Exterior
Renovations

$500,000

Cannot be used for
building demolition

ESDC Capital Grant

Acquisition, Interior/Exterior
Renovations, site work,
demolition, remediation,
equipment

$200,000 – Option A
$300,000 – Option B

Relate to economic
growth of Downtown,
Canalway,
neighborhood &
Village

COMIDA Incentives

Acquisition, Interior/Exterior
Renovations, site work,
demolition, remediation,
equipment

Low interest loans and
incentives available; no
grants are available for
projects with a
residential component

Focus on distressed
nature of
neighborhood,
project and/or
provide housing for
special needs
populations

Non Profit Owner
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demolition, remediation,
equipment

grants are available for
projects with a
residential component

neighborhood,
project and/or
provide housing for
special needs
populations

Non Profit Owner
Funding

Use

Amount

Notes

NY Main Street Anchor
Grant*

Interior and Exterior
Renovations

$500,000

Cannot be used for
building demolition

ESDC Capital Grant

Acquisition, Interior/Exterior
Renovations, site work,
demolition, remediation,
equipment

$200,000 – Option A
$300,000 – Option B

Relate to economic
growth of
Downtown,
Canalway,
neighborhood &
Village

COMIDA Incentives**

Acquisition, Interior/Exterior
Renovations, site work,
demolition, remediation,
equipment

Low interest loans and
incentives available; no
grants are available for
projects with a
residential component

Focus on distressed
nature of
neighborhood,
project and/or
provide housing for
special needs
populations

EPF Historic Preservation
Grant

Interior and Exterior
Renovations

$500,000

Renovations must
comply with historic
standards

Canalway Grant

Interior/Exterior Renovations,
site work, demolition,
remediation, equipment

$150,000

Relate to use or
history of the
Canalway

* If the building is not considered an Anchor, then utilize the NY Main Stabilization grant
funding instead.
** Some COMIDA incentives will not be applicable to non-profit corporations (i.e. tax
abatements).
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Structural Assessment
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2015-06-05 Observation Report - Update to 2002 report
(Adaptive Reuse Study Report - 2002-08-05 in appendix)

SITE
1-A Condition still exists. Building D - Grade is at or above foundation which is
causing bottom of wood siding to rot. Sill plate is also deteriorated in some locations.
1-B Condition still exists.
1-C Building D - Remnants of a concrete slab or foundation remain on both the north
and south sides.
1-D Condition still exists.
1-E Condition still exists. There are (2) existing catch basins within 10’-0” from the
building on Clinton Street.
1-F Building D - Foundation is barely visible at sill plate but appears to be in good
condition.
ROOFING
2-A The roofing on the buildings looks fair and needs to be replaced with the
exception of approximately one third of Building B which looks to have been replaced
recently. The facias and soffits on all the buildings have deteriorated in many locations
and are missing in some locations.
2-B Condition still exists. Did not access the crawl space, no vents were visible from
the exterior.
2-C Condition still exists.
2-D Condition still exists. Assumed reference to Building E is the small red and white
addition on the north side of Building D.
RAINWATER DISPOSAL
3-A Condition still exists. There are (2) existing catch basins within 10’-0” from the
building on Clinton Street that a new stormwater collection system could potentially tie
into. Regrading should occur at Building D specifically to prevent wood siding from
having direct contact with grade, recommended 8” from bottom of siding to grade.
MASONRY
4-A Condition still exists. The north wall of Building B is in serious need of repair. A
system of 2x wood braces anchored to the interior concrete slab by cables has been
installed to prevent the wall from collapsing. The wall separating Building B and
Building C also is in serious need of repair as there is severe cracking and a failing
wood lintel.
4-B Condition still exists.
4-C Condition still exists.
4-D Condition still exists.

contact@insitearch.com

www.insitearch.com
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CARPENTRY
5-A Condition still exists. Building B - Agree that the roof structure is failing. The ridge
beam appears to be unsupported which is causing a severe bow in the roof. King posts
could be installed to bear on the existing trusses, however, additional columns and
footings would likely be required to transfer loads down. I question if the trusses are
actually original to the building. There was a structural fire at some point and some of
the roof has some charring, specifically the northeast corner of the building. Columns
have been installed that are not original to the building but are serving as supports to
eliminate any bearing on the north wall that appears ready to collapse.
5-B Building A is the house next to Building B and not part of this study.
5-C Condition still exists. It appears a structural fire started in this building, the
majority of the roof is charred, specifically the northwest corner. There are ceiling joists
that have been charred to the point that they are no longer structurally stable and
need to be replaced.
5-D Condition still exists. Building D has 6 structural bays, the western most bay roof
structure has been replaced and is not historically accurate. The second story floor of
this bay also appears to be sagging and requires additional support.
5-E This was not observed.
WINDOWS AND DOORS
6-A Condition still exists. All the buildings have windows that are missing or portions
of windows missing or damaged due to the structural fire. Many of the existing wood
sills are rotted and need to be repaired of replaced.
6-B Conditions still exists. The garage door on the west side of Building B with the
exception of the top two segments is missing and has been infilled with wood framing
and plywood. The garage door on the south side is in relatively good condition. The
two garage doors on the south side of Building D have deteriorated and could be
repaired or more than likely need to be replaced.
6-C The man door on the south side of Building D is not historically accurate, is rusted
and if kept would need to be repaired. Most door openings on the second floor level of
Buildings C and D have been infilled, however, there are a few that appear to be
historically significant and could be repaired.
FINISHES
7-A Condition still exists. The aluminum cladding used on the south and east soffits of
Building D have rust and need to be repaired of replaced, the cladding is not
historically accurate. The cementitious siding on the south and east sides of Building D
is also not historically accurate and is damaged in a number of locations. The vinyl
siding on the east side of Building B while in good condition, is not historically accurate
and appears to be poorly installed. The asphalt? shingles on the west side of Building B
are in poor condition and missing in some locations, these also are not historically
accurate.
7-B Condition still exists. Interior skim coat finish on Buildings B and C stonework is
cracked and damaged in a number of locations. Interior concrete floor slabs are
uneven and cracked throughout all the buildings and need repair or top coating. The
floor slab in Building B is in very poor condition in many locations, this building would
likely need a new floor.
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OTHER
8-A Condition still exists. Much of the second floor structure of Building D appears to
be covered in pigeon or bird droppings. There are also a number of wasp or bee’s nests
on the walls and roof structure of Building D.
8-B As stated above, there was a structural fire in Buildings B and C which has
resulted in a lot of charring throughout.
ELECTRICAL
9-A Mechanical systems appear to be in poor condition and abandoned for quite some
time.
9-B Conditions still exists.
ADDITIONAL ITEMS:
It appears there is no insulation in any of the buildings with the exception of the
second floor system of Building C.
Some portions of the building may contain hazardous materials (asbestos, lead paint,
oil).
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Zoning
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421-m
New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
Office of Real Property Tax Services

RP-421-m-Ins (2/12)

Instructions for Form RP-421-m
Application for Real Property Tax Exemption for Certain New or Substantially
Rehabilitated Multiple Dwellings
(Real Property Tax Law, Section 421-m)

1. Authorization for exemption
Section 421-m of The Real Property Tax Law allows a city, town, or village to adopt a local law providing
an exemption from taxation and special ad valorem levies (but not special assessments) for the
construction or substantial rehabilitation of a multiple dwelling located within a designated benefit area
set forth in local law (Item 3, Form RP-421-m). After a city, town, or village has initially adopted a local
law to authorize this exemption, the county and any other municipal corporation in which the designated
benefit area is located may likewise authorize the exemption by local law, or in the case of a school
district, by resolution. In order for the property to become eligible for this exemption, the following
eligibility requirements must be met:


The construction or substantial rehabilitation must take place on vacant, predominantly vacant or
under-utilized land, or on land that contains a non-conforming use or a substandard, structurally
unsound or unsanitary dwelling. Substantial rehabilitation includes all work necessary to bring a
property into compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, including installation, replacement
or repair of heating, plumbing, electrical and related systems, plus the elimination of all hazardous
and immediately hazardous violations of the structure in accordance with state and local laws and
regulations. Substantial rehabilitation also includes all reconstruction necessary for improving the
habitability or prolonging the useful life of the property. Ordinary maintenance and repairs do not
qualify for exemption (Item 4).



The construction or substantial rehabilitation must begin on or after the effective date of the local law,
ordinance or resolution but no later than June 15, 2015 (Item 5).



The construction or substantial rehabilitation must be carried out with the assistance of affordable
housing grants, loans or subsidies from a federal, state or local agency (Item 6).



The multiple dwelling must be occupied or is to be occupied as the residence of at least three or more
families living independently of one another, whether such dwelling is rented or owned as a
cooperative or condominium. The multiple dwelling may not be used as a hotel (Item 7).



At least 20% of the units must be affordable to individuals and families of low and moderate incomes
as determined in accordance with the statutory criteria; resident incomes at the time of initial
occupancy must not exceed 90% of the area median income, as adjusted for family size and where
the individual or family pays no more than 30% of their adjusted gross income as reported in their
federal income tax return, or would be reported if such return were required, less such personal
exemptions, deductions and medical expenses. A municipal agency or officer must verify that the
project complies with the affordability requirements, as outlined above, and also with locally adopted
procedures; check with your local assessor on this matter. Such verification must be done in
accordance with procedures established by the New York State Division of Housing and Community
Renewal (Item 7).



Where the property is used partially as a multiple dwelling and also for commercial or other purposes,
the property is eligible for exemption only if the square footage of the portion used as a multiple
dwelling comprises at least 50% of the total property’s square footage (Item 8).



Property eligible for this exemption may not be currently receiving any other exemption (Item 9).

RP-421-m-Ins (2/12) (back)

2. Duration and computation of exemption
If the exemption is locally authorized, a 100% exemption of the increase in assessed value attributable to
the construction or substantial rehabilitation applies while the construction or substantial rehabilitation is
ongoing, subject to a maximum of three years. After the work is completed, the exemption continues for
another 20 years, at a percentage of 100% for the first 12 years, then declining to 80%, 60%, 40% and
finally 20% over the next eight years. However, while the exemption is in force, taxes are nonetheless
payable in an amount at least equal to the amount that was payable on the land and pre-existing
improvements immediately before the exemption began. Property eligible for this exemption may not be
currently receiving any other exemption.

3. Application of exemption
The exemption may apply to city, town, or village taxes and town special ad valorem levies. It also
applies to county and other municipal taxes, including special ad valorem levies, as well as to school
taxes where applicable. It does not apply to special assessments. The exemption does not apply in the
City of New York or in municipalities where the multiple dwelling exemption authorized by RPTL §421-c is
offered.

4. Place of filing of exemption application
Initial application for this exemption must be filed with the city or town assessor. If the property is located
in a village which is an assessing unit and which offers the exemption, a separate application for
exemption from village taxes must be filed with the village assessor. In Nassau County, initial application
for exemption from town taxes and town special ad valorem levies should be filed with the Nassau
County Board of Assessors; for city and villages which assess property for their own purposes, file the
initial application with the city or village assessor. In Tompkins County, initial application of exemption for
exemption from city, town or village taxes should be filed with the Tompkins County Division of
Assessment. Do not file this form with either the New York State Department of Taxation and Finance or
the Office of Real Property Tax Services.

5. Time of filing application
The application must be filed in the assessor’s office on or before the appropriate taxable status date. In
towns preparing their assessment rolls in accordance with the schedule provided in The Real Property
Tax Law, the taxable status date is March, 1. In towns in Nassau County, the taxable status date is
January, 2. Westchester County towns have either a May 1 or June 1 taxable status date; contact the
assessor. In villages and cities, the taxable status dates vary, and the appropriate assessor should be
consulted for the correct date. Once the exemption has been granted, the exemption may continue for
the authorized period provided that the eligibility requirements continue to be satisfied. It is not necessary
to reapply for the exemption after the initial year in order for the exemption to continue.
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